
 

This a retyped copy of the Statement of the A-188 New Jersey Adoption Bill THAT CLOSED ADOPTION 

RECORDS IN 1940. Please note that this bill “protects” the adoptive parents from the birth parents and nowhere is 
there mentioned a promise of confidentiality (or promise of anything) for the birth parent! 

Statement 

The above amendments are designed to make secret all proceedings relating to adoption and to have them 

impounded by the surrogate subject to inspection only when the court in its discretion shall deem it 

advisable or necessary to permit such inspection. The reasons for these amendments are three-fold: 

1. To keep out of the hands of any person who would have no interest in the subject matter, the 

facts relating to adoption. 

2. To assure people adopting children that a parent or the parents of the child adopted may not 

turn up at some future date to embarrass both them and the child and possibly even do harm. 

A parent may surrender a child in good faith and subsequently have a change of heart or mind 

and upon discovering the whereabouts of the child the problem may become an embarrassing 

one. Then too, there is always the danger of such information being used illegally. 

3. To eliminate the possibility of persons using information relating to adoption illegally and for 

extortion purposes. 

 

 

Public Policy Statement to Adoption Code Revised in 1953 

9:3-17 Public Policy 

 This act
1
 shall be administered so as to give effect to the public policy of the State to provide for 

the welfare of the children requiring placement for adoption and so as to promote policies and procedures 

which are socially necessary and desirable for the protection of such children, their natural parents and 

their adopting parents. To that end, it is necessary and desirable 

(a)  to protect the child from unnecessary separation from his natural parents, from adoption by 

persons unfit for such responsibility, and from interference by his natural parents after he has 

been established in an adoptive home; 

(b)  to protect the natural parents from hurried or abrupt decisions to give up the child: and 

(c)  to protect the adopting parents from assuming responsibility for a child without sufficient 

knowledge of the child’s heredity and capacity for physical and mental development, and, 
having accepted a child for adoption, from later disturbance of their relationships to the child 

by the natural parents. 

 

L.1953, c.264, p.1768, § 1 

Sections 9:3-17 to 9:3-36                  N.J.S.A. 1976 

 

Note there is no mention of privacy for birth parents in either document. 


